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It is known that the edges of a two-dimensional slab of insulating MoS2 exhibit one-dimensional metallic
edge states, the so-called “brim states.” Here, we find from density-functional theory calculations that several
edge structures, which are relevant for the hydrodesulfurization process, are magnetic. The magnetism is an
edge phenomenon associated with certain metallic edge states. Interestingly, we find that among the two
low-index edges, only the S edge displays magnetism under hydrodesulfurization conditions. In addition, the
implications of this on the catalytic activity are investigated. Despite large changes in the magnetic moments,
a small influence on the adsorption energies is observed. This has implications on the suitability of magnetic
measurements for monitoring the catalytic properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Layered compounds such as graphite1–3 and MoS2 �Refs.
4–7� are known to exhibit metallic edge states. For graphite,
some of these edge states have been found to be
magnetic.1,8–12 In the present paper, we discuss the possibil-
ity of magnetic edge states for MoS2.

MoS2 has a structure which is equivalent to graphite with
hexagonal S-Mo-S sheets held together by van der Waals
forces. Therefore, some of the properties of MoS2 are similar
to graphite, such as its semimetallic nature and its use as a
lubricant.13,14 Another important application of MoS2 is its
use as a hydrodesulfurization �HDS� catalyst, which removes
sulfur compounds from crude oil.15 Typically, Co- or Ni-
promoted catalysts are used for HDS, but unpromoted MoS2
has also some catalytic activity. Previous experimental and
theoretical studies15–22 have shown that only the edges are
catalytically active and that the metallic edge states, also
termed “brim states,” play an important role for the activity.
Thus, the presence of metallic edge states is also important
from a catalysis point of view.

Even though bulk MoS2 is known to be nonmagnetic low-
dimensional structures of MoS2 that exhibit magnetism have
been synthesized. It is possible to grow MoS2 nanotubes23

and in a recent study, Li-doped MoS2 nanotubes with a sus-
ceptibility 100 times larger than the one of pure Li metal
were fabricated.24 The susceptibility was attributed to the
presence of magnetic states in the MoS2 nanotubes them-
selves rather than to the presence of Li. First-principle simu-
lations of MoS2 nanotube bundle systems have been per-
formed in Ref. 25. A theoretical study on small three-
dimensional �3D� �MoS2�n clusters showed that some of
them are magnetic.26 Magnetic properties were also observed
for supported MoS2 particles in Ref. 27. Based on the hys-
teresis curves for particles with different sizes, Zhang et al.
concluded that the magnetic states must be located at the
particle edges, since smaller particles give rise to larger mag-
netization. Zhang et al.27 also performed spin-polarized
density-functional theory �DFT� calculations on triangular-
shaped clusters showing that magnetic states are present for

clusters terminated by 0% S-covered Mo edge and 100%
S-covered S edge. The magnetism was related to the pres-
ence of edge spins on the prismatic edges of the triangular
nanosheets.

In the present paper, we investigate the magnetic states in
MoS2 in the context of HDS catalysts. We place particular
emphasis on the question, whether magnetic edge states are
present in MoS2 under actual HDS conditions, i.e., in the
presence of H2 and H2S at certain temperatures and pres-
sures. While it seems plausible that the Mo edge with unco-
ordinated Mo atoms exhibits a magnetic moment, it is not
clear if the same edge under HDS conditions, at which it is
terminated with sulfur dimers or monomers, would be mag-
netic. In addition, we want to single out the edge effects and
therefore consider a periodic stripe model as in Ref. 6 to
eliminate contributions from the corners. In the following,
the characteristics of interest are �i� if the magnetism is a
surface phenomena, �ii� at what edge termination�s� the mag-
netic states are present, �iii� with which chemical species
�Mo, S, or both� they are associated, �iv� how deep in the
structure the magnetism extends, and �v� what the strength of
the magnetism is. In addition, we investigate the influence of
the magnetism on the catalytic activity and what happens
under scanning tunneling microscope �STM� and realistic
HDS conditions.

First we present the model and the computational method
used in this paper. This is followed by a detailed study of the
formation of S vacancies and H adsorption, two of the im-
portant steps in the HDS reaction catalyzed by MoS2. Fi-
nally, implications of our findings are discussed and com-
pared with existing experiments.

II. MODEL

Bulk MoS2 is a layered material consisting of S-Mo-S
layers. In each layer the Mo atoms are positioned in a hex-
agonal lattice and are coordinated to six S atoms in a trigonal
prismatic coordination. The two possible low-index edge ter-

minations of a single layer of MoS2 are the �101̄0� edge �Mo
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edge� and the �1̄010� edge �S edge�. The MoS2 nanoparticles
are treated within a stripe model �Fig 1�.6 In this model,
periodic boundary conditions are used on a slab consisting of
a single MoS2 layer with �2,6� rows, which corresponds to
two �six� rows in the x�y� direction. The stripes are separated
with 14.8 Å �10.4 Å� vacuum in the z�y� direction. In this
kind of supercell, both the Mo edge and the S edge are
present simultaneously. The supercell is constructed so that it
can take into account the reconstruction that are two periods
wide6,28 and to prevent interaction of the two edges. Conver-
gence test with respect to the stripe width have been con-
ducted in Refs. 4 and 6 and demonstrated that energies as
well as STM simulations of the edges are well converged for
the six-units wide stripe. Furthermore, we demonstrate in
Sec. III B, that in the middle of the slab the local density of
states �LDOS� as well as the Bader charges are identical to
the ones in bulk MoS2. Also these findings indicate that in
the six-units wide stripe the edges are decoupled. This kind
of model has earlier proved to be applicable for studies of
unsupported type II MoS2, which are found in well-
established industrial HDS catalysts.29

In the stripe model, an atom is either an edge atom, if it
belongs to the outermost S and/or Mo atomic layer, or a bulk
atom. Hence any possible origin of magnetism from the edge
states should be captured by this model.

All calculations have been performed with the DFT code
DACAPO.30,31 We use 30 Ry plane-wave cutoff, 45 Ry den-
sity cutoff, a 6�1�1 k-point sampling �equivalent to the
one used in Ref. 6�, and the revised Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhoff �RPBE� exchange-correlation functional.32 The
Fermi temperature is set to 0.1 eV and all energies are ex-
trapolated to zero electronic temperatures. All structures are
allowed to relax until all forces are less than 0.02 eV /Å
�corresponding to total energy changes less than 10−8 eV�.
The dipole correction implemented in DACAPO has been
used.33

The calculated hexagonal lattice constant of MoS2 is
3.235 Å, which agrees well with the experimental value of
3.16 Å.34 The RPBE functional overestimates the layer

separation between two S-Mo-S layers, since generalized
gradient approximation functionals do not capture van der
Waals forces.35 However, we only consider a single layer of
S-Mo-S in this study, and therefore van der Waals forces are
not of importance.

First, non-spin-polarized then spin-polarized calculations
are performed, in each step allowing all the atoms to relax.
The spin-polarized structures are initially given either ferro-
magnetic or antiferromagnetic symmetry. Several initial fer-
romagnetic structures were investigated with the initial mag-
netic moments of the S atoms always set to zero and the ones
of the Mo atoms either all set to 2�B or 1�B. For the anti-
ferromagnetic structures, the magnetic moments were initial-
ized to zero for S and either �2�B or �1�B in an alternating
fashion. We find that the resulting magnetic moments do not
depend on the magnitude of the initial magnetic moment.

To be able to systematically monitor the changes in the
magnetic properties, we investigate MoS2 stripes with differ-
ent S coverages. The considered structures are those where
the Mo and the S edges have a 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% S
coverage. An S coverage of 100% corresponds to two S edge
atoms per one Mo edge atom. In the calculation the varia-
tions in the S coverage are done on only one side of the slab
at the time, while the S coverage on the other edge is fix at
100%.

The stripes are terminated differently depending on the
environmental conditions. Here we focus on the STM condi-
tions, where T=300 K, pH2

=2·10−16 bars, and pH2S

=1·10−13 bars, and HDS conditions, where T=650 K, pH2
=10 bars, and pH2S=0.1 bars.6

To gain a deeper understanding of the magnetism, we uti-
lize electronic structure analysis tools, such as electron den-
sity differences, Bader charge analysis,36,37 and atom pro-
jected density of states to elucidate the strength and spatial
distribution of the magnetic states.

III. S VACANCY FORMATION

In this section, we present the results and analysis of the
influence of the magnetic coupling on the S vacancy forma-
tion. First, the geometry, energetics, and total magnetic mo-
ments are presented in Sec. III A. As energy differences as
such do not provide any information of the exact location,
strength, or origin of the magnetic states, the focus in Sec.
III B is on the analysis of the electronic structure, which can
give such information. Sec. III C deals with the intricate in-
terplay between the edge configuration and the appearance of
magnetism.

A. Energetics and magnetic moments

At the edges of the MoS2 stripe, sites with a coordination
number of Mo lower than six can be created by removal of
sulfur. These coordinatively unsaturated sites are defined as
S vacancies and can be created by the following reaction
between H2S, H2, and the MoS2 surface

H2�g� + S� � � → H2S�g� + � � � ,

with �� � denoting an S vacancy. In the following, we take
the fully sulfurized stripe, the structure where the S coverage

z
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z x
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Illustration of the stripe model utilized in
our study of the single-layered MoS2 stripe. Shown is the MoS2

structure with 100% sulfur coverage on both the Mo and the S edge,
which are indicated in the left figure. To the right a side view of the
two edges is shown. The slab consists of 2�6� rows of Mo atoms in
the x�y� direction, also denoted as �2,6�. The yellow �light� and blue
�gray� balls represent the S and Mo atoms, respectively.
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is 100% on both the Mo and the S edge �Mo100S100�, as
reference structure. The vacancy formation energy �ES� of a
particular structure with n sulfur atoms removed can be ob-
tained as

ES = E�MoS2 + n� � �� + nE�H2S� − E�MoS2 + nS� − nE�H2� ,

�1�

where E�MoS2+nS� is the non-spin-polarized �spin-
polarized� energy of the reference structure, E�MoS2
+n�� �� is the non-spin-polarized �spin-polarized� energy of a
certain stripe with n S vacancies, and E�H2S� and E�H2� are
the energies of spin-polarized isolated molecules, respec-
tively.

The geometries of the non-spin-polarized and the spin-
polarized structures are very similar. The largest difference
was found for the Mo0 stripe, where the outermost Mo atoms
moved a distance of 0.079 Å compared with its position in
the non-spin-polarized structure. For the other structures, the
difference was smaller than 0.030 Å.

Table I summarizes the non-spin-polarized ES values ob-
tained from our calculations. The relative energetics of the
investigated non-spin-polarized stripes is in agreement with
the results in Ref. 6 �performed with the PW91 xc func-
tional� and Ref. 28. Studies have shown that under sulfiding

and STM conditions,6 the Mo edge is terminated by sulfur
dimers, whereas under HDS conditions19 the Mo edge is ter-
minated by sulfur monomers, that is, Mo50 �with adsorbed
hydrogen, to be discussed later�. The S edge is under most
relevant conditions terminated by sulfur dimers, that is, S100
�possibly with adsorbed hydrogen, to be discussed later�.

When it comes to spin-polarized calculations, we find that
several structures prefer to be in a magnetic state �see Table
I� even though the energy gain compared to the non-spin-
polarized structures is small and comparable to thermal en-
ergies. This implies that the magnetic and nonmagnetic states
may coexist or compete with each other. Independently of
the initial magnetic moment �see Sec. II� of a given configu-
ration, the same final total magnetic moment was obtained.

Of the structures initialized with a ferromagnetic symme-
try, we find that after relaxation the reference structure
Mo100S100, all the Mo-edge structures, that is, Mo0, Mo25,
Mo50, and Mo75, and the S0 structure are ferromagnetic. It
should be stressed that a ferromagnetic structure is here de-
fined as a structure where all the Mo atoms have the spins
aligned in the same direction.

In contrast, most structures initialized as antiferromag-
netic loose their magnetic moment during the relaxation and
converge to their nonmagnetic equivalent. Only the Mo0
structure has a stable antiferromagnetic state, however, the

TABLE I. �Color online� Given are the relaxed MoS2 structures, the nomenclature �Nom.�, the non-spin-
polarized S vacancy formation energies �ES� the changes in energy per Mo atom row for the ferromagnetic
��ES

ferro� and the antiferromagnetic ��ES
anti� states compared with ES. All energies are in eV. The last column

�Pos.� specifies at which edge�s� �either S, and/or Mo, or none� the magnetism is located as determined by a
Bader analysis. The Mo100S100 structure is used as reference. As the S coverage on one edge is varied, the
S coverage on the other edge is kept at 100%.

Structure Nom. ES �ES
ferro �ES

anti Pos.

Mo100S100 Ref. −0.023 0.023 S

Mo edge

Mo75 0.221 −0.023 0.000 S

Mo50 −0.421 −0.024 0.000 S

Mo25 0.204 −0.029 0.000 S

Mo0 2.919 −0.086 −0.044 Mo/S

S edge

S75 0.113 0.000 0.000

S50 0.551 −0.001 0.000

S25 2.474 0.000 0.000

S0 5.259 −0.015 0.000 S
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ferromagnetic state is lower in energy. Therefore, we only
consider ferromagnetic structures in the rest of the study.
This restriction is supported by the fact that under STM and
HDS conditions, neither a completely S stripped Mo edge
nor a completely S stripped S edge is present �see the phase
diagrams in Ref. 6�.

In Fig. 2, the evolution of the total magnetic moments as
a function of the S coverage is presented together with the
difference in spin-up and spin-down electron densities �n↑
and n↓, respectively�, which gives a representation of the
magnetization in real space. Based on the geometry of the
Mo atoms at the S edge and the form of the charge-density
difference �Figs. 2 and 3�, we conclude that they contribute
equally to the magnetization.

For all the magnetic structures, we find that there is al-
ways a contribution from the edge Mo atoms at the S edge
�see Fig. 2�. The Mo edge is only magnetic in the Mo0 struc-
ture. Inside the stripe, no magnetization is observed, which
agrees with the well-known fact that bulk MoS2 is nonmag-
netic.

Figure 3 provides a detailed illustration of the spatial lo-
calization of the magnetism for the Mo100S100 structure.
The magnetic states are located exclusively on the S edge
with the main contribution from the Mo atoms. They do not
extend into the bulk but protrude slightly towards the
vacuum and the undimerized S edge atoms. The symmetry of
these magnetic states is of a clear d character. There is also a

small contribution to the magnetization from the S atoms
which appears at much lower isosurface values �for more
details see Sec. III B�.

In conclusion, the magnetization of the MoS2 stripes is
purely an edge phenomenon. We have found a ferromagnetic
configuration, the S edge with 100% sulfur coverage, which
is relevant for both STM and HDS conditions. The magne-
tism in this structure is mainly localized on the edge Mo
atoms just as the metallic edge states identified in Ref. 4. For
all Mo edge structures present under realistic HDS condi-
tions, no magnetism is observed.

B. Electronic structure analysis of the local magnetic moments

To better understand the origin of the magnetism, we cal-
culate the local magnetic moments of each atom in the stripe.
This involves partitioning of the charge density around the
different atoms, however there is not a single and well-
defined way to do this. To alleviate the influence of the par-
tition choice several different methods are used.

In the first method, the local magnetic moments are ob-
tained by two different Bader approaches either �i� by per-
forming a Bader analysis on n↑−n↓ or �ii� by calculating the
Bader charges for n↑ and n↓ separately and then taking the
difference between the two.36,37 The two approaches give the
same overall picture but differ slightly in the absolute num-
bers �see Table II�, due to the finite density grid including
noise. Convergence has been tested with respect to the inte-
gration grids and other parameters.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Total magnetic moments averaged per
edge Mo atom of the considered Mo- and S-edge ferromagnetic
structures as a function of the S coverage in blue and red, respec-
tively. Also, presented are the structures together with the 3D spatial
localizations of the magnetization �n↑−n↓� in red. The structures
with no net magnetic moment are not provided since they are re-
dundant. The color coding of the atoms is the same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Visualized in red is the 3D real space
localization of the magnetization �for a representative isosurface
with the value 0.05 /Å3� and the local magnetic moments obtained
by a Bader analysis �see text for more details�. The magnetic states
have a pure d character associated with the Mo edge atoms on the S
edge. In addition, an order of magnitude smaller magnetization is
found on the undimerized S edge atoms on the S edge �not visible
for the chosen isosurface�. The color coding of the atoms is the
same as in Fig. 1.
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The second method is based on the LDOS’s. By individu-
ally integrating the spin-up and spin-down LDOS’s up to the
Fermi level and taking the difference between the two gives
the local magnetic moment. To investigate the methods sen-
sitive on the projection radius, we have performed calcula-
tions with a cut-off radius of 1 Å �short� and with no cut-off
radius �infinite� �see Table II�. The short radius gives lower
magnetic moments, which is because it cannot take the co-
valent bonding with electron density between the Mo and S
atoms into account. Therefore, the infinite radius projection
is used, which is able to take into account the covalent bond-
ing, and gives a consistent picture with the Bader approach
�i�. In the following we therefore choose to present the local
magnetic moments from only one of them namely the Bader
analysis of approach �i�.

A Bader analysis of the spin-polarized Mo100S100 stripe
shows that �i� the localization of the magnetic states is attrib-
uted to the S edge �see Fig. 3�, �ii� that there is no magnetism
in the interior of the stripe, and �iii� that each edge Mo atom
contributes equally to the magnetization with 0.41�B, in
agreement with results based on the real-space magnetization
plots in Sec. III A. In addition, we find that the undimerized
S atoms have, in contrast to the dimerized ones, a magnetic
moment of −0.05�B �see Fig. 3�. In the interior of the stripe
a charge transfer from Mo to S takes place. These Mo atoms
donate 1.86 electrons and each S atom gains 0.93 electrons
yielding an ionic contribution to the MoS2 bond, as in the
bulk MoS2. Hence, there is no interaction between the Mo
and the S edge, which confirms that the �2,6� slab is a good
representation of the stripes.

The slightly preferred stability in the ferromagnetic struc-
ture can to some extent be rationalized with help of the
LDOS’s. Figure 4 shows the non-spin-polarized LDOS’s for
relevant atoms in the Mo100S100 stripe. In the interior of the
stripe, the LDOS resembles the bulk DOS with a band gap of
1.46 eV, experimentally the gap is 1.78 eV.34 This discrep-
ancy is the well-known underestimation of band gaps en-
countered in DFT.38 Both at the Mo and the S edge there is
metallic surface state in agreement with previous findings.4

The surface state at the S edge is more pronounced than the
one localized at the Mo edge. It should be emphasized that
the metallic edge states are not a consequence of dangling
bonds, since the edge Mo atoms are fully coordinated, but
due to subtle changes in the electronic structure at the edge.

In general, the presence of surface states in the vicinity or
at the Fermi level makes a system less stable. By introducing
the magnetic interaction, the system may overcome this in-
stability by rearranging its states in the spirit of a spin-Peierls

instability.39 Figure 4 shows the spin-polarized LDOS’s for
the Mo100S100 structure. No splitting of the LDOS is found
in the interior of the stripe or at the Mo edge and hence no
magnetism is localized here. However, at the S edge there is
a splitting of the Mo d edge states in the vicinity of the Fermi
level. In addition, a hybridization between the Mo d and the
undimerized S p states results in a splitting of the S states at
the S edge, associated with the small local magnetic moment
found by the Bader analysis. The symmetry breaking upon
introduction of spin-spin interaction has been studied among
others by Stoner40 and Gunnarsson.41

Upon change of the S coverage at the edge, there is a
change in the LDOS and therefore the magnetic situation
may change. A splitting of the LDOS is found for the Mo0
and the S0 structure �Fig. 5�. For these structures, the edges
are terminated by Mo atoms, which have a lower coordina-
tion number than Mo in the bulk, resulting in a build-up of

TABLE II. Local magnetic moments for the Mo atoms on the S
edge of the Mo100S100 structure calculated by four different meth-
ods �see text for details�.

Method Mo S mono S in dimer Mtot

Bader�n↑−n↓� 0.41 −0.05 0.00 0.72

Bader�n↑�−Bader�n↓� 0.50 −0.08 0.00 0.72

LDOS�short� 0.12 −0.01 0.00 0.21

LDOS�infinite� 0.35 −0.05 0.00 0.60
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states at the Fermi level. These configurations are not rel-
evant under HDS conditions6 and therefore we do not discuss
them further. The Mo and S edge structures with other S
coverages have significantly lower number of states at the
Fermi level and the spin-up and spin-down states remain
degenerate.

In conclusion, the calculated local magnetic moments and
the LDOS results complement the results from the real space
magnetization plots. They also provide us with the physics
behind the appearance of magnetism.

C. Interplay between dimerization and magnetism

Based on our finding that magnetism is present at the
100% S-covered S edge, which is highly relevant both under
STM and HDS conditions, we investigate the influence of
different S pair configurations on the magnetism.

In previous studies,6,29 it was shown that there are several
stable structures for the S edge terminated by 100% sulfur.
Here we consider a fully sulfurized MoS2 stripe with the S
pairs at the S edge in one of the three configurations �de-
picted in Table III�: �a� both dimerized �S100dd�, �b� one
dimerized and one undimerized, that is, the S atoms are
monomers �S100uu, previously denoted as Mo100S100�, and
�c� both undimerized �S100uu�. The most stable structure is
the S100du structure, closely followed by the S100dd struc-
ture, which is only 0.03 eV higher in energy. In contrast, the
S100uu structure, with no dimers, is 0.6 eV higher in energy
than the S100du structure. Thus, energy is gained by dimer-
ization, as we also know from the 100% S-covered Mo edge
where all S pairs are dimerized and each of them coordinated
to one edge Mo atom. At the S edge, however, each S pair is
coordinated to two edge Mo atoms, and therefore the dimer-
ization happens at the expense of Mo-S interaction. Thus, it
is most favorable to only dimerize every second S pair and
still preserve good Mo-S interaction by every other undimer-
ized pair.

This competition between the S-S and the Mo-S interac-
tions at the edges should also influences the tendency of each
of these three structures to magnetize. From our previous
results, the hypothesis would be that the stronger the Mo-S

interaction, the higher the tendency of the structure to mag-
netize.

We find that the magnetization of the three configurations
can be ordered as: S100dd�S100du�S100uu. The mag-
netic moment of the S100uu structure is about twice the
moment of the S100du structure. This implies an additive
effect in the contribution to the magnetic moment from the S
monomers.

For the S100dd structure, no magnetism is found due to
the strong S-S interaction because of the short S-S bond
�2.05 Å� and the longer S-Mo bond �2.50 Å�. This result is
consistent within an effective medium theory42 picture,
where a closer bond gives rise to a stronger interaction. The
absence of magnetism is confirmed by the real space plots of
the magnetization �Fig. 7� and the fact that the LDOS’s for
the spin-up and spin-down states are degenerate for both Mo
and S atoms �Fig. 6�a��.

The magnetism of the S100du structure was discussed in
Secs. III A and III B. Not only the edge Mo atoms but also
the undimerized S atoms contribute to the magnetism �see
Figs. 7 and 6�b�� due to the Mo-S hybridization. The Mo-S
interaction is stronger if the S atoms are monomers owing to
the shorter Mo-S distance �2.40 Å�, as compared with the
Mo to S dimer bond �2.49 Å�.

For the S100uu structure, the Mo-S interaction is strong
�the Mo-S distance is 2.42 Å� and the interaction between
the S edge atoms is absent due to the large S-S distance
�2.95 Å�. The LDOS’s �Fig. 6�c�� shows, apart from a split-
ting of the Mo states, a large splitting of the S states. The
largest contribution to the magnetic moment for this structure
is from the S atoms �+0.13�B compared with −0.35�B for
the Mo atoms �see Table III��, in contrast to the other studied
structures. With respect to the Mo or S atoms alone, this is a
ferromagnetic structure. However, with respect to the total
system, it is antiferromagnetic structure with a net magnetic
moment, which can be compared with the magnetic configu-
rations found for small Fe-S clusters.43

In conclusion, our results of �i� the bond lengths, �ii� the
strength of the magnetic moments, �iii� the LDOS’s, and �iv�
the real space localization of the magnetization confirm the
validity of our hypothesis. A large magnetic moment is asso-
ciated with the presence of strong Mo-S interactions, which

TABLE III. �Color online� Given are the non-spin-polarized energies relative to the reference structure,
�ES, and the spin-polarized energies relative to the corresponding non-spin-polarized structures, �Eferro, for
the S100dd, S100du, and S100uu structure. Energies are in eV/�unit cell�. The Mo edge is kept fix in the S
dimer configuration. Also given are the total magnetizations, Mtot, �in �B/unit cell�, the local magnetic
moments of the Mo atom, MMo, and of one of the S atoms in each S pair, MSi

with i=1,2 �in �B/atom�,
obtained by a Bader analysis. For the S100du structure MS1

is the local magnetic moment of the undimerized
S atom. The absolute sulfur formation energy of the reference structure can be found in Table I.

Structure �ES �Eferro Mtot MMo MS1
MS2

0.031 −0.005 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ref. −0.046 0.719 0.41 −0.05 0.00

0.622 −0.111 1.265 0.13 −0.35 −0.35
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results in magnetic edge S atoms. Hence, there is an intricate
interplay between the S configuration at the edges and the
appearance of magnetism.

IV. HYDROGEN ADSORPTION

For an MoS2 nanoparticle to catalyze the HDS reaction, it
must be able to both bind the sulfur-containing molecules
and the hydrogen and to make it available for the hydroge-
nation steps. Therefore, under HDS conditions, H2 is present
and some edge terminations will contain adsorbed hydrogen.
Hydrogen is activated by dissociative adsorption of H2 on
the MoS2, previously studied in Refs. 44 and 45. After acti-
vation, hydrogen can react with the S of the adsorbed organic
compound resulting in H2S and a desulfurized organic mol-
ecule, which in turn can desorb from the surface. All these
reactions take place at either the Mo or the S edge19 as op-
posed to the basal planes, which are inactive towards these
reactions.

In this section we study the effect of the spin-spin inter-
action on the hydrogen adsorption on the MoS2 edges. The
presence of magnetic states that we have identified at the
edges might cause a change in the H adsorption energies
owing to the magnetic interaction between the edge atoms
and the unpaired H electron.

The adsorption energy of H relative to H2 is defined as

EH = E�MoS2 + xH� − E�MoS2� −
x

2
E�H2� , �2�

where the first term corresponds to the total energy of the
MoS2 stripe with x adsorbed H atoms and the second term is
the total energy of the clean MoS2 stripe.

The chosen initial structures for this study are structures
that are relevant for HDS and are stable according to Ref. 6.
We define the H coverage as the number of adsorbed H at-
oms per S edge atom. First non-spin-polarized then spin-
polarized calculations are performed, in both steps allowing
all the atoms to relax. The spin-polarized calculations were
initialized with ferromagnetic symmetry with the initial mag-
netic moments of zero, 2�B, and 1�B for the S, Mo, and H
atoms, respectively. Hydrogen is only adsorbed on one edge

at a time while the other edge is fixed in the configuration
with 100% S coverage.

In Table IV, the relaxed structures, the nomenclature, the
energetics, and the magnetic moments of the considered
structures are presented. We also specify at which edge ter-
mination�s� the magnetic states are localized.

The non-spin-polarized calculations show that the pre-
ferred hydrogenated structures are the Mo50H50 and the
S100H50a structure for the Mo and the S edge, respectively.
We also find that the chemical reactivity towards H adsorp-
tion is in general much higher on the S edge than on the Mo
edge. The calculated H adsorption strengths are weaker than
the ones found in Ref. 6, since the PW91 exchange func-
tional is known to give stronger binding32 than the RPBE
functional. However, we find that the relative stability order
between the structures is the same for these two functionals.

All the hydrogenated Mo-edge structures have the same
total magnetic moment, which is unchanged compared with
the corresponding Mo-edge structure without H. This implies
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FIG. 6. �Color online� LDOS’s for relevant edge Mo and S atoms of the: �a� S100dd, �b� the S100du, and �c� the S100uu structure.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The total magnetic moment per edge Mo
atom of the S100dd �100%�, the S100du �50%� and the S100uu
�0%� structure. Also illustrated is the localization of the magnetism
�isosurface with 0.05 /Å3 is red and isosurface with −0.05 /Å3 is
purple�. The nonmagnetic structure is not shown. For the S100uu
structure, the edge S atoms are magnetic.
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that the magnetism is exclusively located on the S edge, also
confirmed by visualizing the magnetization in real space and
by investigating the LDOS’s, and that the Mo-H and S-H
interactions on the Mo edge have no magnetic contributions.

For the S-edge structures, the S100H50s and the
S100H100 structure have a significant magnetic moment
�Fig. 8�. The latter gains approximately 0.1 eV per Mo edge
atom upon introduction of the spin-spin interaction. Figure 9
presents the LDOS for the S100H50 and the S100H100
structures, which should be compared with the results for the
S100uu structure �see Table III and Fig. 6�c��. Both the
S100H50s and the S100H100 structures have a smaller mag-
netic moment than the S100uu structure. For the S100H50s
structure, the magnetism originates from the splitting in the
LDOS’s of the Mo atoms and of the S atoms without ad-
sorbed H, which is similar to the LDOS’s for the S mono-
mers for the S100uu structure. The S pairs with adsorbed H
act towards the Mo atoms as if they were dimerized �see Fig.
6�c� and the discussion of the S dimerization on the magne-
tism in Sec. III C�. The LDOS’s for the S100H100 structure
shows that the large magnetic moments present at the S
monomers �see Fig. 6�c�� are quenched because of the S-H
bond. Instead a large magnetic moment is associated with the
Mo edge atoms.

From thermodynamic considerations, the most stable
stripe under HDS conditions is the one with 50% H-covered
Mo edge and a H-covered S edge.6,19,29 Therefore, we expect
MoS2 nanoparticles under HDS conditions to be weakly
magnetic.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated the magnetic properties of the Mo
edge and the S edge of MoS2 nanoparticles under STM and

TABLE IV. �Color online� Relaxed atomic structures, nomenclature �Nom.� and H adsorption energies,
EH, for some relevant adsorption configurations on the Mo and S edge. �EH

ferro is the energy difference per
edge Mo atom between the ferromagnetic structure compared with the non-spin-polarized one. All energies
are in eV. Also presented are the magnetic moments M, given in �B/�Mo atom�, and the edge �either S, Mo
or none �-�� location of the magnetic states �Pos.�. The Mo, S, and H atoms are represented as blue �gray�,
yellow �light�, and black �black� balls, respectively.

Structure Nom. EH �EH
ferro Mtot Pos.

Mo edge

Mo50H50 −0.420 −0.031 0.394 S

Mo100H50 0.206 −0.021 0.348 S

Mo100H100 0.514 −0.021 0.353 S

S edge

S100H25 −0.315 0.000 0.006 S

S100H50s −0.469 −0.018 0.327 S

S100H50a −0.903 0.000 0.000

S100H75 −0.859 0.000 0.035 S

S100H100 −0.411 −0.091 0.752 S
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FIG. 8. �Color online� The total magnetic moment per Mo atom
as a function of H coverage at the S edge �the Mo edge is H free�.
Also visualized are the atomic structures and the magnetization in
real space of the magnetic stripes �the nonmagnetic ones are not
shown�. The color coding is the same as in Fig. 2 and the H atoms
are represented as black balls.
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HDS conditions using a stripe model. Our model allows us to
capture the magnetic contributions from the edges in an iso-
lated way without corner effects. We consider different sulfur
terminations of the edges, motivated by structures present
under HDS conditions and under conditions of previous
STM studies. Further, the influence of H on the magnetism
was considered.

For the Mo edge, no magnetic structure is identified,
which is present under STM or HDS conditions. Adsorption
of H on the Mo edge does not lead to magnetic structures
either. Hence, we do not expect the Mo edge to be magnetic
under any relevant conditions.

For the S edge, magnetism is found for the S0 structure,
not relevant under STM nor HDS conditions, the S100uu and
the S100du structures, with only the latter one being relevant
under HDS conditions. When it comes to H adsorption, the
magnetism depends sensitively on the number of adsorbed H
atoms. Magnetic structures relevant under HDS conditions
are the S100H50s and the S100H100 structures.

We find that the magnetism originates from the splitting
of the metallic edge states in the vicinity of the Fermi level.
This is in agreement with spin-Peierls arguments.39 We find
that a large amount of states at the Fermi level for the non-
magnetic state results in a large splitting in the magnetic state
and hence a large magnetic moment, known since Stoner.40

Our findings show that the magnetic interaction will not
significantly affect the phase diagram based on the non-spin-
polarized calculations6 since the changes in sulfur formation
energies and the hydrogen adsorption energies are small.
This conclusion justifies the previous non-spin-polarized re-
sults for the MoS2 systems.

In Ref. 27 calculations were performed on triangular
nanoclusters terminated either by �with our nomenclature�
only Mo0, Mo50, or Mo100 edges or only by S50 or S100uu
edges. Magnetism was found for clusters with Mo0 and
S100uu edges. This agrees well with our findings and our
results have the same order of magnitude. However, we find
that the Mo0 edge has a higher magnetic moment than the
S100uu edge, in contrast to the findings in Ref. 27. This
difference can be ascribed to the fact that the magnetization
at the S edge is highly sensitive towards the configuration of

the S pairs, as shown in Sec. III C. Furthermore, the interac-
tion between the cluster edges cannot be excluded due to the
small cluster size considered in Ref. 27.

Let us consider the implication of our results on MoS2
nanoparticles in the two situations �i� STM imaging condi-
tions and �ii� working conditions for HDS catalysts. The
shape of a nanoparticle depends on the relative free energies
of the edges according to the Wulff construction.20,46 The
free energies of MoS2 particles for nonzero temperatures in
the presence of H2 and H2S have been studied by employing
the grand canonical formalism.6,20,47 For the considered cases
it is known that the MoS2 nanoparticles have �i� a triangular
morphology, terminated by Mo100 edges,4,6 and �ii� hexago-
nal shape with different terminations depending on the
chemical potentials of hydrogen, �H, and sulfur, �S.17,20,47

For low �H and �S, half of the edges are terminated by
Mo50 edges, and the other half by S100du. When �H is high
and �S small, half of the edges are Mo50H50 edges and the
other half are either S100H100 or S100H50a depending on
the hydrogen pressure. Our results imply that MoS2 nanopar-
ticles in case �i� should be nonmagnetic, and in case �ii� they
should be magnetic.

For the weak magnetism to be measurable on a macro-
scopic level, there must be a large number of magnetic edge
states. This is achievable if the amount of nanoparticles is
large and if the particle size is not too big. The most suited
particle size is the one that optimizes the ratio between the
number of edge atoms to the number of bulk atoms and at
the same time has a detectable amount of magnetic edge
states.

The total magnetization �Mtot� of a particle is given by

Mtot = M
Nedge

Ntot

�B

mparticle
�in emu/g� , �3�

where M is the strength of the local magnetic moment of a
Mo edge atom that contributes to the magnetization, Nedge is
the total amount of Mo edge atoms, Ntot is the total amount
of Mo atoms in the particle, �B=9.274·10−21 emu and
mparticle is the total mass of the particle in grams.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� LDOS’s for a Mo atom, an S atom from each S pair for �a� the S100H50s and �b� the S100H100 structure.
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In the following, we estimate, based on our calculations,
the magnetism of the MoS2 nanoparticles employed in the
experiment by Zhang et al.27 and of hexagonal particles rel-
evant under HDS conditions. Experimentally, triangle-
shaped MoS2 nanosheets have a magnetization of
�1 emu /g.27 As Zhang et al. have not done any structural
characterization of the particles, our estimate can only be
qualitative.

Assume that we have a triangular particle terminated by
only S100du edges, which is not present under HDS condi-
tions. A triangular particle has Nedge=3�n−1� with n being
the number of Mo edge atoms per triangle edge and Ntot
= �n2+n� /2. For a particle of edge size 100 nm �an estimate
based on SEM images in Ref. 27�, we obtain a magnetization
of 0.24 emu/g. If, on the other hand, the particle is termi-
nated by only S100uu edges, the magnetization is 0.42
emu/g, again reflecting the delicate dependence of the mag-
netization on the S configuration at the S edge and the dif-
ference in magnetization between a finite sized particle and
an infinite stripe. Even though this particle is not relevant
under HDS conditions, it gives a rough estimate of the upper
boundary of the magnetization, since it is the limit of a hex-
agonal particle with vanishingly small contribution from the
Mo edges. The lower limit is given by a triangular termi-
nated by Mo100 edges, which is not magnetic.

Consider a regular hexagonal particle inscribed in the
circle with the same radius as the radius of the circle circum-
scribing a triangle with the edge side of 100 nm. The
hexagon-edge size is 58 nm and it consists of n=181 Mo
edge atoms. The particle has three edges terminated by a Mo
edge and three edges terminated by a S edge. Only the S
edges contribute to the magnetization and therefore Nedge
=6�n−1� /2. The total amount of Mo atoms is given by
Ntot=3n�n−1�+1. This implies that the hexagonal particle
partly terminated by �a� S100du edges has a magnetization of

0.07 emu/g, �b� S100H50a edges are not magnetic, and �c�
S100H100 edges has magnetization of 0.15 emu/g. The ob-
tained magnetization values are in the interval estimated
above for the triangular particles terminated either by only
Mo edges or S edges.

We find that the magnetic properties of a MoS2 nanopar-
ticle depend on its edges and hence its shape, which in turn
depends on the working conditions. At certain temperatures
the MoS2 nanoparticle should undergo phase transitions from
magnetic to nonmagnetic. In Ref. 48 it was found that the
magnetic moment changes upon changes in particle mor-
phology, however, we cannot make any quantitative com-
parisons due to the scarce information of the structural char-
acterization. For the triangular particles, our estimates have
the same order of magnitude as the results in Ref. 27.

Our results have interesting implications for the monitor-
ing of magnetic properties in, e.g., electron paramagnetic
resonance �EPR� measurements and how well these measure-
ments reflect the catalytic properties. We find that large
changes in magnetic moments are accompanied by very
small changes in energy �in the order of or smaller than
thermal energies�, e.g., for structures terminated by S100du,
S100H50a, and S100H100 edges. However, EPR measure-
ments are often used to monitor catalytic cycles.49 In view of
our results, a direct mapping of the changes in magnetic and
catalytic properties is not possible in the case of MoS2 sys-
tems, as large changes in magnetic moments are not indica-
tive of correspondingly large energetic changes, which could
also be the case for other systems.
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